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We wish to acknowledge this land on which the
University of Toronto operates. For thousands of
years, it has been the traditional land of the HuronWendat, the Seneca, and the Mississaugas of the
Credit. Today, this meeting place is still the home to
many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and
we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on
this land.

The Engineering Society's
First Environmental Assessment

Founded in 2021, the
Environmental Sustainability
Directorship has conducted
the Engineering Society's first
self-directed environmental
assessment.
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1.0 Background and Information

The Environmental Sustainability Directorship (ESD) is a new
initiative intended to assess and improve environmental
sustainability within the Engineering Society. In recent years,
environmental sustainability has become an ever-growing priority for
many individuals and organizations, and the Engineering Society is
no exception. We understand the importance of sustainability,
across how we live, work, and study.
This report is intended to provide an overview of environmental
sustainability concerns for the Engineering Society, by defining a
clear scope of responsibility, identifying areas for improvement,
highlighting current, sustainability-focused student groups, and
recommending pathways forward. Nevertheless, this report is not
intended for Engineering Society leadership only, and we hope it will
allow for all engineering students to consider and engage with
sustainability within their own lives.
The ESD team hopes that this report can serve as a first-step in the
Engineering Society’s journey towards a more sustainable future one which prioritizes effective governance, student engagement,
and consideration towards the social factors which affect how our
community both engages with and can benefit from sustainable
action. Effectively addressing environmental sustainability is a longterm process that requires continuous commitment from leadership,
but it is a goal through which we all may benefit.
Sincerely,
The ESD Team

Photo of the 2021-2022
ESD Team (left to right):
Isabel McRitchie,
Edrianne-Alexa
Tumaneng,
Sabrina Cupryk, and
Lauren Streitmatter
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2.0 The Engineering Society

The Engineering Society is responsible for providing services, funding, and extracurricular
opportunities for undergraduate engineering students at the University of Toronto (UofT).
The Society’s scope of responsibility relative to environmental sustainability is defined in this
report. Direct areas of responsibility are outlined in this section, while further areas of
influence, including undergraduate engineering courses and student activities, are described
in later sections.

Photo of the 2021-2022 Engineering Society Officers (left to right):
Brohath Amrithraj, Jacqueline Fleisig, Valerie Ajayi, Karman Lochab, Archit Bhargava
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2.1 Clubs and Project Directorships

The Engineering Society’s direct areas of responsibility are largely related to undergraduate
student organizations and spaces. Such organizations included affiliated clubs, design teams,
project directorships, discipline clubs, and other associated entities.
When clubs pursue Skule™ affiliation, it is an opportunity to bolster the Engineering Society’s
auditing process to further support environmental initiatives. One recommended step for
future action by the Engineering Society and the Environmental Sustainability Directorship is
establishing metrics that Skule-affiliated clubs must meet or prove evidence of (e.g. evidence
of sustainable sourcing and planning). The clubs-sphere is also an excellent testament to
student-driven sustainability initiatives, such as those driven by the Sustainable Engineers
Association and Engineers Without Borders, as well numerous internal sustainability auditing
initiatives within design teams like Concrete Canoe.
Project Directorships at the Engineering Society also conduct a large number of events and
initiatives. These include publishing various publications (e.g. F!rosh Handbook, Toike Oike,
and Skulebook) and different smaller-scale events pertaining to mental health and
professional development. In terms of larger events, various dinner dances (e.g. Cannonball,
Gradball) and Orientation Week are conducted by the Engineering Society, which engage
hundreds of students. These events are critical opportunities for the Engineering Society to
optimize sustainability; some self-regulation is evident in these initiatives (e.g. the Engineers
For the World initiative at Orientation), but further attention to sustainability is possible.
Good governance and
meaningful collaboration
across the organization
are integral to effectively
addressing environmental
sustainability.

The Engineering Society
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2.2 Spaces Under Direct Engineering Society Influence

Several spaces are considered to be more directly under the purview of the Engineering
Society and its representative student discipline clubs. Spaces include the Sandford Fleming
Atrium, otherwise known as "The Pit", as well as discipline common rooms.
Common Rooms
MIE: MB 225A and MB 225B
Civil: GB 123
Chemical: WB 238
ECE: SF B650
Engineering Science: BA 2128
MSE: WB 143
Mineral: MB 131
Track One: SF 1106A

Sanford Fleming
Atrium, also known
colloquially as
"The Pit"
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2.2 Spaces Under Direct Engineering Society Influence (Continued)

Sanford Fleming
Atrium, also known
colloquially as
"The Pit"

The Pit houses the Engineering Stores, Hard Hat Café, and Suds. These student-run stores,
under direct Engineering Society oversight, are of particular interest for sustainability
optimization, especially with regards to sustainable sourcing and waste optimization. The
Engineering Stores sell various paraphernalia, merchandise, and clothing; Hard Hat Café sells
different food items; and Suds operates on Fridays, and is the last undergraduate studentrun bar at the University of Toronto.
In addition to this, The Pit has been subject to discussions of potential renovations in recent
years. As the Engineering Society explores sourcing and production for the renovation, it is
critical to view it from a sustainability lens.

The Engineering Society
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3.0 The University of Toronto

For a comprehensive assessment, factors beyond Engineering Society clubs and spaces
should be acknowledged as they are of direct relevance to engineering students and thus the
Society.
3.1 Undergraduate Engineering Courses

While the courses we take as engineering students at the University of Toronto are outside
the scope of direct Engineering Society responsibility, they are still important to consider as
they are the core of our learning. There are multiple undergraduate engineering courses that
address environmental sustainability. Many of the courses that directly address sustainability
are, naturally, either required or optional courses for the Environmental Engineering and
Sustainable Energy minors. Nevertheless, we have also chosen to feature the common
courses that all engineering students take, either through the Engineering Science or Core 8
streams, that also address sustainability. Going forward, the
Engineering Society should endeavor to, in consultation with
the engineering faculty, identify and implement strategies to
more effectively integrate sustainability into the
undergraduate curriculum.

ADVANCING SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION

The University of Toronto
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Featured Environmental Engineering and Sustainable Energy Courses
CHE467: Environmental Engineering
CIV440: Environmental Impact and Risk Assessment
CIV375/575: Building Science
MIE515: Alternative Energy Systems
CHE460: Environmental Pathways and Impact Assessment
CIV300: Terrestrial Energy Systems
APS420: Technology, Engineering & Global Development
APS510: Appropriate Technology & Design for Global Development
CHE230: Environmental Chemistry
Core 8 Courses
APS100: Orientation to Engineering
APS111: Engineering Strategies & Practice I
APS112: Engineering Strategies & Practice II
Engineering Science Courses
ESC101: Praxis I
ESC102: Praxis II
ESC203: Engineering and Society
Faculty of Arts and Sciences Courses
FOR424H1: Innovation & Manufacturing of Sustainable Materials
GGR223: Environment, Society & Resources
ENV322: International Environmental Policy
For more information on minors, see here or contact engineering.minors@utoronto.ca.

FUN

Students who obtain an Environmental Engineering Minor or
Sustainable Energy Minor are considered University of Toronto
Sustainability Scholars.

FACT

The University of Toronto
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3.2 Buildings and Faculty Spaces

As the undergraduate engineering community studies and participates in extracurricular
activities on the University of Toronto’s St. George campus, it is important to consider the
spaces students use, even if they are not under direct Engineering Society control. Factors to
consider include energy consumption, water use, and waste. The buildings mainly used by
engineering students are listed below, though this is by no means a comprehensive list of all
spaces used by students in the community.
Bahen Centre for Information Technology (BA)
Galbraith Building (GB)
Haultain Building (HA)
Lassonde Mining Building (MB)
Mechanical Engineering Building (MC)
Myhal Centre for Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship (MY)
Sandford Fleming Building (SF)
Wallberg Building (WB)

The University of Toronto
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3.3 Laboratories and Environmental Sustainability Groups

The University of Toronto is a top-ranked research institution, and various research groups
within the University could have leverageable findings toward making the Engineering
Society more environmentally sustainable. The following list may also act as a reference for
students wishing to become more engaged with sustainability and its real-life applications.
President’s Advisory Committee on the Environment, Climate Change, and Sustainability
(CECCS)
Drinking Water Group - Professor Hoffman
Rochman Lab - Assistant Professor Rochman
Diamond Environmental Research Group - Professor Diamond
Southern Ontario Centre for Atmospheric Aerosol Research - Professor Evans
Thomas Research Lab - Professor Thomas
Building Energy and Indoor Environment (BEIE) Lab - Professor Touchie
Thermofluids for energy and advanced materials (TEAM) Lab - Professor A. Bazylak
Centre for Global Engineering (CGEN)

The University of Toronto
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4.0 Student Life

A comprehensive environmental assessment should go beyond solely environmental
concerns and also consider social factors. This is especially important for our report, as the
Engineering Society is an organization run by undergraduate engineering students for
undergraduate engineering students, making the wellbeing of students a central concern.

Y
SUSTAINABILIT

Blue Sky Solar Racing has designed, built and raced solarpowered vehicles for over 25 years!

SPOTLIGHT

4.1 Transportation and Life Outside of Campus

Engineering students do not exist solely within the bubble of the University of Toronto, and
their lives outside of campus are a contributing factor to environmental sustainability. One of
the biggest and easiest areas of impact to measure with regards to life outside of campus is
transportation. Students commute in a variety of ways, which result in a variety of
environmental impacts.
More sustainable methods of transport include:
Walking
Biking
Transit
Carpool
Telework
Student Life
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4.2 Equity and Inclusivity

People’s lives outside of campus also affect both the ways in which they can materially
change their environmental impact as well as the ways in which environmental factors, and
especially a world changing due to anthropogenic climate change, will impact them.
Considering these nuanced realities is a part of environmental equity, and ensuring fair
treatment for all in terms of environmental concerns is central to environmental justice. Truly
sustainable solutions are dependent upon embracing diversity and understanding
intergenerational equity. The Engineering Society should thus endeavor to ensure that all
students benefit from, and have access to, sustainability initiatives.
Internally, evaluating equity and inclusivity is critical. The Engineering Society can leverage
feedback forms to collect information about who is able to attend events, what accessibility
needs are required and what accommodations that can improve the student body.

Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful
involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national
origin, or income, with respect to the development,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws,
regulations, and policies.
- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Student Life
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5.0 Beyond the University

Sustainability is a global issue that goes far beyond just the University of Toronto,
and we can make a positive environmental impact outside of the university as well
as learn important lessons about sustainability from other universities.
5.1 Career Opportunities for Engineering Students

There exist many opportunities for engagement with environmental sustainability
outside of the university for current and graduating students. Many of these
opportunities exist as jobs not only in the public and sustainability sectors but also
in many seemingly unrelated industries that now incorporate sustainability into
their business practices and corporate visions.
Some student organizations offer sustainability career development aid, such as
the Sustainable Engineers Association and the Canadian Electrical Contractors
Association, who both run mentorship programs to connect students with industry.
Similarly, several groups at the University of Toronto, like the You’re Next Career
Network and Sustainable Engineers Association, host career fairs to benefit
students.
Public Sector
Environment and Climate Change Canada
Natural Resources Canada
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada
Policy Advisors
Private Sector
Renewable Energy
Financial Services
“Climate Analyst”
“Sustainable Finance Analyst”
Professional Services
“Climate Change Disclosure Analyst”
“Environmental Planner”
“Environmental Consultant”
“Energy Consultant”
Climate Think Tanks

Beyond the University

Nonprofits
World Wildlife Fund
David Suzuki Foundation
Nature Conservancy of Canada
Intergovernmental Organizations
UN Environment Programme
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5.2 Lessons from Other Universities

In addition to the University of Toronto’s own 2019 sustainability plan report, many other
Canadian universities have created and shared their own sustainability reports. Looking
forward, the goals and metrics they defined can likewise be employed by the Engineering
Society in evaluating its own environmental sustainability.
Goal

Metrics

Increased awareness surrounding sustainability for
incoming engineering students during and beyond
orientation.

Percent of first-year engineering students reached
by sustainability programming.

All undergraduate engineering students have the
opportunity to materially learn about sustainability
in their respective programs.

Number of available and required courses per
engineering stream focused on or related to
sustainability.

Engineering Society spaces are zero-waste.

Diversion rate (initial goal of 60% diversion).

Students commute to campus using sustainable
means.

Proportion of trips to campus are by either walking,
cycling, transit, carpool, or telework
(initial goal of 90% sustainable trips).

All food and beverages sold or otherwise
distributed by the Engineering Society are
produced on-site, locally, or are certified
sustainable.

Percent of total food and beverage options from
the Engineering Society produced on-site, locally,
or that are otherwise certified sustainable (initial
goal of 40% sustainable options).

Increased collaboration surrounding sustainability with other clubs, societies, and student governments as
well as student residences.
Establish sustainability standards for purchased paper products, electronic equipment, and other supplies.
Require sustainability disclosures for items purchased by the Engineering Society.
Prioritize the distribution of relevant information pertaining to environmental sustainability initiatives
within the engineering community.

Many of the sustainability reports produced by other universities employ the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) as their central framework, a method that the
Engineering Society can also use, as outlined in the following section.

Beyond the University
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5.3 UN Sustainable Development Goals

There are 17 UN SDGs, with many of them applicable to the Engineering Society and the
areas highlighted within this report. The SDGs provide a comprehensive and global plan of
action, and are a useful guide towards a more sustainable future.
Area of Concern / EngSoc Action

Relevant SDG(s)

Student Sustainability Initiatives

Spaces

Food and Beverage

Undergraduate Engineering Courses

Transportation

Equity and Inclusivity

Health and Wellness

Financial Aid and Scholarships

Collaboration With Other Campus Groups

Beyond the University
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6.0 Next Steps

As this report is the Engineering Society’s first environmental sustainability assessment, its
central goal is to provide a defined scope of sustainability concerns as well as provide
actionable next steps.

6.1 Recommendations

While the lessons learned from other universities, as well as the UN SDG themselves,
provide a solid basis for evaluating environmental sustainability within the Engineering
Society, they by no means paint a complete picture. Outlined here are additional
recommendations from the Environmental Sustainability Directorship specific to the
Engineering Society that we believe should be explored going forward. As previously
outlined, it is our belief that effectively addressing environmental sustainability requires a
commitment from the Engineering Society’s leadership, which is why these
recommendations focus on areas related to governance.
Sustainability training for the Engineering Society’s officers and discipline club chairs
Mandates for Skule™ affiliated clubs and events surrounding environmentally-conscious
practices (e.g. zero waste, food options from on-site, local, or certified sustainable
producers, etc.)
Establishment of a dialogue between the Environmental Sustainability Directorship, the
Equity and Inclusivity Directorship, the Engineering Society’s officers, and students to
better understand how environmental equity affects the undergraduate engineering
community
Collaboration with other student groups on campus to materially address sustainability
(see Section 6.3)

ITY
SUSTAINABIL

Achieving a Gold LEED
certification, the Goldcorp
Mining Innovation Suite in the
Lassonde Mining Building is
supported by innovations like
solar PV systems, building
envelope optimization, and
rainwater harvesting.

SPOTLIGHT
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6.2 Sustainability Auditing Tools

Moving forward, future assessments can use established frameworks to provide a
more comprehensive understanding of the Engineering Society’s impacts. The most
common system used by universities is the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment &
Rating System (STARS). A STARS assessment has even been completed by the
University of Toronto’s Mississauga campus, although at this time no report is
available for the St. George campus. Further, an initial review was conducted by the
Sustainable Engineers Association in 2018. STARS provides a framework for
universities to track and measure their sustainability progress and is recognized
internationally, but the Engineering Society may consider applying the methodology
with a focus on the engineering faculty and the organization's own operations
specifically to mitigate scope creep. After an initial assessment is completed, the
results can be used as a benchmark by the Engineering Society to set future
intermediate goals and timelines, with ultimate neutrality or a positive environmental
impact as the end vision. It should be noted that the application of the STARS tool
would require sufficient collaboration from the Engineering Society’s officers and
project directors, the Sustainability Office, and the faculty in order to ensure a
comprehensive assessment is completed. Key challenges identified would be
collecting data on areas such as investment and finance, emissions inventories,
building operations, and energy use.
If necessary, the Engineering Society could choose to limit the assessment according
to activities and spaces within their control. Alternatively, the Engineering Society
could conduct their own self-assessment and life cycle analyses of various processes,
identifying streams of waste generation and energy use. Again, collaboration with
various entities is necessary to actively quantify and qualitatively describe
sustainability impacts of the Engineering Society at large. The Environmental
Sustainability Directorship in future years is well-placed to advocate for data
collection and to conduct data analysis. The establishment of various working groups
with directorships and Skule-affiliated clubs can help facilitate accountability from
groups external to the Engineering Society’s direct management and could also help
with facilitating auditing. The Engineering Society can also advocate to the faculty or
St. George campus to conduct an assessment with a larger scope.

Next Steps
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6.3 Groups for Collaboration

There is a wide array of existing groups at the University of Toronto that we suggest
the Engineering Society collaborate with in order to better address environmental
sustainability.
Members of the Environmental Sustainability Directorship have experience with the
following groups:
Sustainable Engineers Association (SEA)
SEA is fueled by the drive to increase interest and awareness about
sustainability. They aim to equip students with the tools and knowledge to
carry out change and development in the realm of sustainability. They strive
to define sustainability as planning our usage of resources in order to meet
our future environmental, social, and economical needs. With this in mind,
SEA’s mission is to empower students and professionals with knowledge,
passion, and experience within the domain of sustainable development. SEA
acts as a platform to connect individuals on both an academic and industrywide level. Their events allow them to educate students on the technical
aspects of sustainable design, provide support for students to develop their
own visions and interest in sustainability, and create a platform for networking
with industry professionals. Learn more on their website or on their Instagram
(@seauoft).
Engineers Without Borders (EWB)
University of Toronto’s chapter of Engineers Without Borders (EWB) is a
social impact group seeking to address the root causes of poverty and
inequity. EWB UofT has a portfolio dedicated specifically to Sustainability and
Environmental Justice (SEJ). SEJ has projects that fall under three pillars
(awareness, advocacy, and action) that students can join to get involved in
climate initiatives. These projects include developing a waste management
app, promoting municipal green policies and university curriculum changes,
and building community partnerships. The SEJ portfolio also hosts learning
sessions for students to deepen their understanding of the links between
environmental issues and inequity. Reach out on Instagram (@sej.uoft) to get
involved.

Next Steps
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6.3 Groups for Collaboration (Continued)

UofT Environmental Action (UTEA)
UTEA raises awareness about pressing environmental issues (e.g Indigenous water
rights, sustainable energy, climate change, etc) and advocates for more effective
government policies to address these issues at the federal, provincial, and municipal
levels. The organization also works towards advocating for more sustainable campus
policies at the University of Toronto. UTEA is unique in that it is a hub for innovative
and interdisciplinary environmental research and sustainability advocacy solutions,
and is open to all and any interested UofT students. Learn more on their website.
Other groups on campus include:
UofT Student Environmental Resource Network (UTERN)
Canadian Electrical Contractors Association (CECA) - UofT Student Chapter
Ontario Water Works Association (OWWA) - UofT Student Chapter
UofT Sustainable Buildings Network (SBN)
Leap UofT (focused on divestment)
UofT School of the Environment
UofT college-specific sustainability groups

Y
SUSTAINABILIT

The future Sustainability Lab will be built on the
roof of the Wallberg Building, and will be the
home of dozens of sustainability researchers.

SPOTLIGHT
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skule.ca
sustainability@skule.ca
@uoftengsoc

